Principal’s Message

Assalamu Alaikum,W.W

We are delighted to inform you that the school has begun plans to run year 12 at the boys campus in 2017. It will be a great pleasure to see our current year 11 boys continue their studies and be the Boys Campus first year 12 graduates. We will ensure that the boys are well taken care of and provided with the best opportunity to succeed.

As part of its parent engagement commitment, the school has appointed five parent engagement officers. Their key roles are to represent parents, provide parental feedback and encourage parent participation in school functions. The students are currently sitting their end of term exams. As the teachers will be finalising their assessment reports for the semester it is highly recommended that students submit all outstanding work before reports are finalised. Please note that the end of semester report will be mailed during the school holidays.

It is a blessing from Allah SWT that we have reached Ramadan. We wish the students and the parents a month filled with blessings and mercy. May Allah accept your fasting and may He shower you with His blessings. Parents need to be aware that the school will be running on a special timetable during the Month of Ramadan. Students will be dismissed at 2pm till the end term. Please arrange to have your children collected on time as there will not be supervision after 2.15pm.

We extend a sincere gratitude for all the students and parents who contributed to the Ramadan Food package program. More than $2000 was raised for this noble cause. The Student Representative Council contributed more than $800 through their fund-raising efforts. May Allay reward you all.

We wish you all a wonderful holiday, Eid Mubarak and see you all in term 3.

Mr Fadi Koubar
Wishing you 1 Month of Ramadan, 4 Weeks of Barakah, 30 Days of Forgiveness, 720 Hours of Guidance, 43200 Minutes of Purification, 2592000 Seconds of Nour

previous sins shall be forgiven.”

May Allah accept our fasting and forgive our shortcomings and unite us as one in Jannat al Firdaus – Ameen!

Dr Mohammed Oshake

On our recent Islamic studies excursion, we went to Fawkner Cemetery, where we walked through the many rows of the cemetery and stopped and various graves to make Dua. Following the visit to the cemetery, we went to the Preston Mosque, and we had the chance to watch the washing of a man who passed away. The person who was washing the body explained the washing process and how they wrap them in their coffin.

The sight of the dead man laying on the washing table was eye opening. After the washing of the dead man we prayed Jumuah and Salatul Janazah on the deceased. The experience of the trip was very informative and different, and it gave us a chance to properly reflect on how we are going to end up once we die. It showed us insight on what will happen, how our bodies will be handled and how the Janazah prayer is prayed.

Zakaria Isaaq Yr 10

Islamic Studies Excursion To Fawkner Cemetery and Preston
On Wednesday 18/05/2016 Ilim College Boys Campus held their first Market Day, which was part of the Business Management (BM) Course. The BM students spent close to 12 weeks in preparation for this event. Students were required to undergo research into their chosen industry by completing a Business Plan Portfolio. This research enabled them to focus in on a few products and/or services which they had nominated to do on the Market Day. The students then did a variety of activities leading up to the Market Day which included, Marketing, Advertising, Promoting, Performing Surveys and Extensive Planning.

On the Day, the BM students spent 2 hours setting up their Market Stalls before they were ready for the ultimate test, ensuring that their 12 weeks of hard work and planning paid off. At recess the stalls opened their doors to their consumers (teachers and students).

The BM students were overwhelmed with the amount of interest they received during the event. Most of the stalls were extremely busy in trying to meet the customers’ demands. The atmosphere was fantastic, with everyone having fun and enjoying themselves.

Most of the Business made a profit with SwiftTess making the highest sales of $552. The Business that made the most Profit with $197 was Splash in a Flash. A special thanks goes to the Business that donated all of their profits ($137) to Hasena was Sultan’s Apparel.

I would like to take this time to thank all the BM students who donated a portion of their Profits to Hasena totaling $686, just in time for Ramadan. A special thanks goes to all the teachers that volunteered at the stalls and helped out.

I would also like to thank all the teachers and students of Ilim College for their support and making the Market Day at the Ilim College Boys Campus a fun, enjoyable, exciting and a successful event.

Mr Osman Sevgi